
Maple Leaf Roasters Wholesale List 

House Roasts 
We feature five house roast options which can be ordered year round.  Each of these can be 
customized to your needs but the Toronto and Hartford blends are great candidates to use as a base 
for customization. 

Light Roast: Guatemalan Single Origin 
Our lightest house roast is a Guatemalan coffee generally from the Huehuetenango region.  

Medium Roasts: Toronto Blend and Campbell Blend 
Both of these blends contain Brazilian and Guatemalan beans.  The former is roasted lighter while the 
latter is roasted darker.  The Campbell blend is the Toronto blend plus a small amount of Kenyan beans 
roasted to a medium level. 
 
The Toronto blend can be easily customized based on your taste preferences.  The base of the Toronto 
blend lends itself to compelling additions like a Kenyan or Papua New Guinea coffee. 
 
We currently supply the Toronto blend to a number of offices.  The coffee has a wide enough appeal to 
be a compelling offering in an office setting. 

Dark Roasts: Winnipeg Blend and Hartford Espresso Blend 
The Winnipeg blend is the same contents as the Toronto blend but the Guatemalan beans are roasted 
darker.  
 
The Hartford espresso blend is a combination of Brazilian, Columbian and Nicaraguan beans.  This 
blend can also be customized with the addition of another origin, say a Sumatran Papua New Guinea, 
Kenyan,, Ethiopian or Robusta coffee. 

Rotating Options 
We generally rotate through three single origin roasts, one light, one medium, one dark and a decaf 
coffee.  We can offer any quantity on a limited basis of our rotating single origin options.  The latest list 
is available at http://mapleleafroasters.com/roasts. 

Nitro Coffee 
We supply nitro coffee to a few craft breweries in the suburbs.  Upon request, we can arrange to supply 
corny keg of nitro coffee. 

http://mapleleafroasters.com/roasts


Pricing 
We offer volume discounts and discounts for recurring orders which can cut a bit more off the 
price.  Customizations to any roast may increase the price depending on raw bean costs. 
 

Roast Type Contents 

Guatemalan Light Guatemala 

Toronto Blend Medium Guatemala and Brazil 

Campbell Blend Medium Guatemala, Brazil and Kenya 

Winnipeg Blend Dark Guatemala and Brazil 

Hartford Blend Dark (Espresso) Brazil, Colombia and Nicaragua 

Rotating Single Origin Light, Medium, Dark or 
Decaf 

 Options include, but not limited 
to, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Peru, 
Kenya, Ethiopia, Honduras, 
Mexico, India 

 
 


